
The Stewart Media Décor is an innovative and  
elegant deployment system that conceals a front or 
rear projection screen

Media Décor



We all love our technology but sometimes we just don't want to see it. 
With the rising popularity of multi-purpose media rooms, hidden solutions 
such as in-wall speakers and retractable projection screens help disguise 
electronics from view. But what about fixed projection screens and flat 
panel TV's? How can you integrate them into a living space without them 
taking over the look and feel of the room?

The Stewart Media Décor is an innovative and elegant deployment 
system that conceals a front or rear projection screen (even flat panel 
TVs) with exquisite artwork, providing homeowners, interior designers,  
systems integrators, and homebuilders a sophisticated and tasteful  
solution to discretely camouflage entertainment centers in residences or 
business boardrooms.

The customized frame compliments the surrounding décor, and using a 
patented floating hem-bar and magnetic tensioning system, personalized 
artwork is silently and smoothly lowered, within the frame, to hide anything 
behind it. When the homeowner wants to use the projection system, at the 
touch of a button, the artwork magically rises and reveals the screen. 

The Stewart Media Décor collection consists of a diverse selection of 
world-renowned artwork though customers can choose to use their own 
custom art or photography. Businesses can use the Stewart Media Décor 
system as digital signage incorporating business art and logos.

The artwork contained within the Stewart Media Décor uses the Giclee 
(pronounced Zhee-Clay) printing technology. This high-speed process 
that fires infinitely small pixels of rich, vibrant inks onto a special canvas 
material, rendering smooth, consistent and museum-quality reproduc-
tions. A UV protectant is then applied to the canvas, forming an invisible 
non-yellowing and crack resistant topcoat.

The uniquely self-contained frame and artwork installs easily over any  
recessed or wall mounted screen. 

Patented floating roller tensioning system provides perfect canvas align-
ment in all four directions without the use of channels that can crease or 
damage artwork over time.
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FEATURES
•   Floating roller tensioning system provides smooth operation and   

     ensures perfect canvas alignment in four directions, without creases     

     or wrinkles

•   Designed for large screens ranging from 92" to 110"  diagonal, in any  

     size and aspect ratio from 20" to 120"

•   Choose from a wide selection of artwork or customize with your own

•   Enhances any décor with exquisite art and style

•   Whisper-quiet operation with Lutron Sivoia QED Electronic Drive Unit

•   U.S. Patent 6901987

ART GALLERY
The Stewart Media Décor has over 1,000 pieces of art to choose  
from including: Contemporary, Classical, Abstract, Architecture, Fauna,  
Figurative, Floral, Landscapes, and Water

FRAME GALLERY
There are several standard and optional frame galleries. If you select a 
standard frame for the series you desire, there is no additional charge. If 
you wish to select a frame in another gallery, there is a surcharge.
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